
Get Inspired

Our Recent Happy Clients



Norton 

Rose 

Lawyers
Melbourne

“We wanted to create a workspace  
that was sleek and efficient. Poppin’s

furniture and color choices were ideal.”
PERRI HARRIS //  PROCUREMENT MANAGER



GI 

Stevenson
MELBOURNE

“The Poppin desks wechose met allour  
criteria: the charcoal wood top has a  
hint of brown that ties in our caramel  
leather chairs to warm up the mostly  
gray, white, and black interior.”
ROGER // CEO



Tasman
MELBOURNE

“We needed to utilize the space well for
the amount of people that had to work
on each floor, incorporating function
in both office space and communal  
space...
Our office move was a collaborative
process, and Poppin was a key partner.”



Grey 

Advertising
SYDNEY

“We all have gotten too used to  
insane lead times and opaque pricing  
structures. Poppin makes it simple.”
BRIGID RICE //  EA TO CEO



Geyer 

Design
SYDNEY

“We needed a complete solution—
from desks to lounge space to  
conference room furniture—that  
could be installed quickly and  
reconfigured as we continue to grow.”
MICHELLE//  CFO



Lifecare
MELBOURNE

“Now that we have a space of our  
own–an open-concept space at that–
we have much more freedom to be  
collaborative and build community in  
an organicway.”

STEPHEN SANDOR//  CEO



Sydney 

Museum
SYDNEY

“The furniture is beautiful, modern  
and durable…it is modular, which  
will allow us to easily move and  
change the layout as our programs  
grow and change.”
HANNAH JACKSON // PURCHASING MGR



Drama Fever
SYDNEY

“The furniture reflects our culture •  
hard working, fun and casual.”
LAUREN BRADLEY //  OFFICE MANAGER



Sydney 

University
SYDNEY

“Poppin’s scalable furniture was the  
perfect choice for our growing needs.  
They helped us design a functional,  
flexible space that can grow as fast as  
we do.”
TODD ROGERS // PROCUREMENT MANAGER



Seek
Melbourne

“The table is constantly bringing us  
together, and that’s really special.”
MATT ROCKMAN// FOUNDER + CEO 



Recreation
MELBOURNE

“Poppin helped Recreation build an  
office space that allows us to work  
collaboratively and gave us the  
capacity togrow exponentially.”
AMANDA ROBBS // OFFICE PROCUREMENT



The 

Bridge
MELBOURNE

“We partnered with Poppin to create  
a workspace that highlights both the
feminine and airy qualities of our brand,  
as well as fosters a fun, collaborative  
environment for theteam.”

PHIL JONES// CEO -THE BRIDGE ADVERTISING



Frontier
SYDNEY

“Keeping employees happy and in a
space that encourages creativity is
crucial tofunctionality.”
STEPHEN KING//CEO FRONTIER ADVERTISING


